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ChatGPT Java SDK. Lightweight package for
interacting with ChatGPT's API by OpenAI. Uses
reverse engineered official API. ChatGPT Chatbot
Java Edition. Out of the box.

 MIT license

 221 stars 37 forks 

view code

ChatGPT Java Api

stabilitystability stablestable  maven-centralmaven-central v1.1.2v1.1.2

English Doc .

Reverse Engineering SDK for OpenAI
ChatGPT. Extensible for chatbots and more.
If you feel good, please star in the upper
right corner

Thanks to revChatGPT .

QQ exchange group:
627788462

some fun ways to play

Function

Can write code, write novels, write essays,
speeches, work reports, reading notes,
contracts, etc.

confession:

I am a large language model trained to
help you answer all kinds of questions,
such as questions about politics,
history, science, technology, art, etc. I
can help you understand some
concepts and provide you with valuable
information and insights. You can try
asking some questions and see if I can
help you. In addition to answering
questions, I can also help you write
some articles or novels. You just need
to give me some hints and background
information, and I can write an article or
novel for you based on the information
you provide. I will try my best to write
an excellent article for you and help you
achieve your writing goals. In addition
to answering questions and writing, I
can also help you with text generation.
If you want to generate some random
text, you can provide me with some
templates and keywords, and I can
generate some random text based on
the information you provide. These
texts may be some famous quotes,
sentences, paragraphs or short stories,
which can be generated based on the
information you provide. I will do my
best to generate interesting, useful text
for you to help you achieve your goals.
There are many other things that I can
help you accomplish. For example, if
you want to know the meaning of a
word, you can ask me, and I will tell you
the meaning of the word. If you want to
know the details of some things, you
can also ask me, I will try my best to
provide you with valuable information. If
you have any questions, you can ask
me, I will try my best to answer for you.
Even this codebase is written by me.

1. Answer question. I was able to answer
questions through text and provide
information to the user.

2. Provide suggestions. I am able to
provide professional advice according
to the needs of users.

3. Calculate math problems. I can
calculate simple math problems quickly
and accurately.

4. Translate text. I am able to translate text
quickly and accurately, allowing users to
better understand the content.

5. Generate text. I am able to generate text
based on the information provided to
provide more information to the user.

6. writing. I can write according to the
needs of users and provide users with
high-quality text content.

7. Provide knowledge. I can provide
professional knowledge and provide
users with more information according
to their needs.

8. provide the solution. I am able to
provide solutions based on the
questions raised by users and help
users solve real problems.

9. Provide entertainment. I am able to
provide entertainment content
according to the user's needs, providing
users with joy and relaxation.

10. to chat with. I am able to communicate
with users via text, providing
entertainment and relaxation.

use

maven

gradle

Then

Note: A Chatbot instance is a Session, which
holds the dialogue context, and can reply:
continue to let the robot continue talking. If
you need to isolate the conversations from
each other, you can create multiple new
Chatbot instances.

sessionToken acquisition

https://github.com/acheong08/ChatGPT/wiki
/Setup#token-authentication

1. Register and log in via
https://chat.openai.com/chat .

2. Open the browser developer tools and
switch to the Application tab.

3. Find the line __Secure-next-
auth.session-token in Storage - Cookies
on the left and copy its value

4. Find cf_clearance Copy

5. Get the user-agent in the network Copy

Note: If it prompts 403. Please check
whether the above parameters are correct
and whether they have expired. And the
browser that obtains the above parameters
must be at the same IP address as this
program

Register Tutorial

https://juejin.cn/post/717344784829225370
4

https://mirror.xyz/boxchen.eth/9O9CSqyKDj
4BKUIil7NC1Sa1LJM-3hsPqaeW_QjfFBc

You can also use the console
directly

1. download

2. Edit sessionToken in config.json

3. run run.bat

4. Note: Enter twice after entering

Awesome ChatGPT

my list

If you have a cool project you want added to
the list, open an issue.

Disclaimers

This is not an official OpenAI product. This is
a personal project, not affiliated with OpenAI
in any way.

This is a library and not intended
for direct CLI use

CLI functionality is for demonstration and
testing purposes only. Captcha not
supported (for dirty IP addresses)

CLI use

@rawandahmad698 has a much better CLI
tool at

PyChatGPT supports captcha!
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No packages published

Languages

Java 100.0%

Een betere vertaling bijdragen

 star Notifications

Code Issues 18 Pull requests 1

 main Go to file

PlexPt … 2 days ago

<dependency>
    <groupId>com.github.plexpt</groupId>
    <artifactId>chatgpt</artifactId>
    <version>1.1.2</version>
</dependency>

implementation group: 'com.github.plexpt', name: 'chatgpt', version: '1.1.2'

  Chatbot chatbot = new Chatbot("sessionToken","cf_clearance","user-agent");
  Map<String, Object> chatResponse = chatbot.getChatResponse("hello");
  System.out.println(chatResponse.get("message"));
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